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FOR YOUR NFORMATION

A poster worth a thousand words
How to design effective poster session displays

oster sessions are an increasingly
popular medium for sharing new re-
search findings or innovative prac-

tice techniques at professional meetings.
In a poster session, a researcher reports
information about a completed study or
project using a format patterned after the
written report and adapted for display on a
large poster board.

Information presented as a poster ses-
sion is considered a preliminary report of
study results. Poster sessions provide a
timely forum where researchers can an-
nounce, and receive recognition for, im-
portant discoveries and projects before
their research findings are published in a
professional journal. (It'simportanttonote
that, although the poster session provides
a valued exchange of scientific informa-
tion, a report willbe considered "part of the
literature" and, in most cases, will be cited
by other researchers only after it has been
submitted to the rigorous peer review pro-
cess of a professional journal and pub-
lished in written form.)

Generally, scientific meetings offer re-
searchers two options for presenting pre-
liminary reports of their work: poster ses-
sions and short (usually 10 to 15 minutes)
oral reports. These two presentations fol-
low similar abbreviated formats and cover
a comparable scope of information, but the
poster session offers the advantage of
greater interaction between researcher and
audience. Posters are displayed for a pe-
riod of time, often half a day, sometimes a
full day, so meeting attendees can spend
time reviewing the information. The pre-
senteris also stationed at the poster during
a specified (and previously announced)
time slot, so interested persons can talk
individually with the researcher.

Information for this article was pro-
vided by Ann M. Coulston, MS, RD,
senior research dietitian at Stanford
University Medical Center in
Stanford, CA 94305-5208 and by
Mickie Stivers, RD, program develop-
ment coordinatorfor The American
Dietetic Association's Department of
Meetings.

Coulston is author of the chapter
on writing brief communications in
Communicating as Professionals, second
edition, which will be published by
ADA this fall.

Passing Peer Review
Once you've decided to present your re-
search or practice findings as a poster
session, the first, and possibly most cru-
cial, step is to write a good abstract. The
abstract should provide a succinct, but
thorough, overview of your project, de-
scribing its objectives, methodology, re-
sults, and your conclusions. A carefully
crafted abstract is especially important
because judgments about the quality and
validity of your research, and about whether
you will be invited to present your findings
as a poster, will be decided on the basis of
your abstract.

The abstract is submitted when you ap-
ply to present your research at a profes-
sional meeting. A "Call for Abstracts" will
usually be announced 3 to 6 months in
advance of a meeting. The abstract will be
reviewed by a committee of professionals
who have expertise in the subject area
being presented. Although the peer review
process for a poster session is not as strin-
gent as that for a written report submitted
to a professional journal, abstracts for
poster sessions or short oral presentations
are carefully screened. For example, The
American Dietetic Association (ADA) re-
ceives about 600 submissions for poster
sessions and short oral presentations for
its annual meeting; only about 60% are
accepted each year.

The quality of the abstract will deter-
mine whether a research project is ac-
cepted as a poster presentation. Review-
ers look for qualities such as timely and
useful topics, appropriate study design and
methodology, and specific results and con-
clusions when they evaluate a research
project. Clear, concise, and thorough pre-
sentation is essential, especially when one
remembers that the reviewers have only
the abstract to evaluate. If a critical compo-
nent is omitted, your research will lose
points because of the missing or incorrect
information. In fact, in most cases, a flawed
abstract, not flawed research, is respon-
sible for rejections of research submitted
for ADA's annual meeting, according to
Mickie Stivers, RD, who coordinates the
review process for ADA's poster sessions.

Writing the Abstract
Brevity and precision are the hallmarks of
a well-written abstract (and, also, of a well-
organized poster display). Abstracts usu-
ally should not exceed 250 words. Meeting

guidelines often require that the abstract
be typed to fit a box of space on a special
application form. This allows the abstract
to be submitted as camera-ready art and
reproduced in an exhibit guidebook that is
used by meeting attendees. (Often, the
abstracts are published as a supplement
to the sponsoring organization's profes-
sional journal.)

When writing the first draft of your ab-
stract, don't worry about its length. One
double-spaced, typed page will be about
the correct length. Once you have all the
information on paper, it will be easier to
edit the copy to fit the specific word-count
or box-size requirements.

Abstracts are usuallywritten as one para-
graph. They contain no references or di-
rect quotations and use no abbreviations
or acronyms unless these are first written
in full. All abstracts, like written reports
and the poster display itself, are structured
to convey specific types of information
about the research project.

The first sentences often summarize
earlier research findings and provide a
context for the study at hand. This intro-
duction is followed by a statement of the
research question or hypothesis. The next
section describes the subjects and study
methodology; this discussion should be
brief but sufficiently detailed to allow the
reader to evaluate the study's outcome.
Results, given next, should highlight key
findings and state statistical significance.
The abstract closes with a summary of the
findings and a concluding statement that
relates the findings to the study objective.

Designing the Poster Display
The poster display is structured much like
a written scientific report. The poster is
divided into specific segments and usually
includes an abstract, introduction, sec-
tions describing methodology and results,
a summary, and conclusions. (Unlike a
written report, however, the poster omits
a detailed discussion of the results.)

When preparing the text for these sec-
tions, follow the same steps used to write
the abstract. More detailed information is
provided on the poster, of course, but the
same emphasis on brevity and focused
detail required by the abstract applies when
writing the text for the poster display.

Remember that a poster display is es-
sentially a visual medium. Although it's
important to provide sufficient narrative
information (ie, text) to ensure that each
section is intelligible, too many blocks of
text will make your poster look gray and
visually uninviting. Whenever possible,
convey information graphically, using
tables, graphs, charts, or photographs. It's
especially effective to use graphs or tables
to express data given in the results section.
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Setting Up the Poster
In most cases, the poster display is not
prepared as a single, large sheet of poster
board. Instead, the various sections of the
poster display are printed on separate
sheets of paper or lightweight poster stock
(each sheet might be about 8'/2by 1 1 inches
in size). The individual sheets are then
attached (usually with thumbtacks) to a
mounting board at the meeting site.

Designing a poster display as a series of
individual sheets of text, graphs, and tables
offers the convenience of portability. A
presenter can arrive at the exhibit hall 30
minutes before the poster session begins
carrying all the pieces of the poster in a
briefcase. When the session ends, the poster
can be quickly dismantled and returned to
the briefcase.

The meeting facility will supply the
mounting board, and the sponsoring orga-
nization will tell you before the meeting
how much space has been allotted for your
display (usually an area 4 feet high by 6 feet
wide). Read your meeting's poster session
guidelines to learn about other physical
requirements or limitations of your display
space. (Usually, poster instructions are so
explicit that they tell whether you will
need to bring your own thumbtacks or
whether these will be provided.)

Arrange the various elements of your
poster so that they will fill the display space
and guide the reader's eye in sequence
from one section to the next. When plan-
ning your poster, it's helpful to spread all
the pieces out on the floor or on a table in
a space that approximates the size of your
display area to see how they look.

The top portion of your poster should
display the title of your research project
and the names and affiliations of the re-
searchers. This section should be printed
in type large enough to command atten-
tion from a distance of about 40 feet.

The abstract displayed on your poster is
the same as that submitted earlier to the
meeting's review committee (which now
appears in the meeting guidebook). Usu-
ally, references are not included in poster
displays although some posters show a few
references in the introduction or method-
ology sections. If references appear, they
are generally abbreviated and incorporated
parenthetically into the text.

The number of individual poster sheets
used to present information for each poster
section varies. For example, the abstract
may require one sheet, the introduction
two, the methodology section four, and the
results section six. The results section is
the centerpiece of a well-designed poster

display and covers the most space on the
posterboard. Atypical results section might
provide an overview of the research find-
ings, written as text, followed by several
tables or graphs that illustrate the findings.

Planning, Writing, Presenting
Keep the following suggestions in mind as
you plan and present your poster display.

* Use simple, clear language - it's help-
ful to write as you would speak. Use the
active voice and choose precise, descrip-
tive words. Avoid sentences such as "The
treatment had a positive effect on weight
loss." Instead, describe the results by writ-
ing "Mean weight loss for the subjects
receiving treatment was 9 kg."

* Follow the inherent structure of the
abstract and poster; both require inclusion
of specific sections (eg, methodology, re-
sults, conclusions). Write the text for each
section as if you were preparing an outline.
This will help you focus on conveying the
essential details. Keep text to a minimum.

* Highlight key points in the text seg-
ments by using visual effects such as a list
of bulleted items.

* Place the most important information
at eye level or higher. Don't hide your
conclusions at the bottom of the poster.

* Design graphs, tables, and charts as
independent elements that can be under-
stood without reading the text. Keep the
format simple and uncluttered. Include a
figure or table legend when needed to
explain the graphic representation.

* Condense ideas and limit words but
don't omit essential details. Readers must
be able to follow your methodology and
results sections. As a trial run, show your
poster to a colleague who is unfamiliar with
your project and ask whether he or she can
follow and understand your presentation.

* Remember that your poster will likely
be viewed from a distance of 3 to 4 feet.
Lettering for text should be at least '/,inch
high (16- to 18-point type).

* Attach individual sheets of paper to
lightweight but stiff poster paper. This will
make it easier to tack the individual sec-
tions of your poster to the display board.
Also, if the sections are printed on white
paper, attaching them to colored stock (in
effect, giving them a colored border) will
add visual interest to your poster. Don't
mount poster sections on heavy paper or
cardboard because the heavy backing may
cause sections of your display to fall off the
mounting board.

* Prepare to give informal presentations
and to answer lots of questions as enthusi-
astic meeting attendees cluster about your
poster display.

Want an insider's look at ADA's
poster sessions? Read "Of Interest to
You " on page 899.
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Layout of a typical poster display. Remember to
express information with graphs, charts, or
tables whenever possible. Place important
information at eye level or higher on the poster.


